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Ollies Follies: senior sandwiches

Expect the unexpected
By Leanne Loica

News writer

For senior pride Mary Pullen and Adam Ledyard try to catch bread on their
peanutbutter covered bodies as part of the Wacky games. (GlimmerGlass photo by
Natalie Chovancek)

Services held
The time has come during chapel will take
for many actions to be
place on Monday, Tues
taken: refreshment of
day, and Wednesday
heart, renewal of faith,
mornings at 9:30. Stu
cleansing of soul,
dents can look forward to
reawakening of spirit The the music of the chapel
time has come for the Fall band and the ministry of
Revival.
Dr. Jim Diehl, a general
Here at Olivet
superintendent of the
Nazarene University, the
Church of the Nazarene. A
Fall Revival also known as committee made up of
Spiritual Focus Week will Rev. Dan Boone, Dr. John
take place from Sept. 20 to Bowling, and Chaplain Bill
Sept. 23, coinciding with
Bray selected Diehl as this
the revival services at the
fall’s speaker.
College Church of the
Diehl will also be
Nazarene.
(See Revival /page 2)

Big Band Jars Olivet

Jars
of Clay to visit ONU in November
By Ben Flynn
News writer
Jars of Clay, the
Christian rock group founded
at Greenville College in
Greenville, fll., is stopping
here at Olivet as part of Tour
101, their fall college and
university tour.
The concert will
take place on Nov. 14 at
7:30 p.m. in McHie Arena.
Tickets can be picked up by
the general public at a ticket
master or your local Chris
tian bookstore for $16.50.
ONU students have the
option of purchasing tickets
on Sept. 12 at 9:00 a.m. in
Ludwig. The first 100
tickets will be sold for
$10.00 with a one ticket per
student limit. The remaining
tickets will be full price. If

the price of the tickets does not
sound appealing, WONU
Radio will be giving away 20
front row seats beginning
tonight and tomorrow. Since
the concert will be held in
McHie Arena with seating of
about 2,600, the tickets will be
sold on a first come, first serve
basis. Get your tickets ahead
of time before they are sold
out.
This tour begins in
October at Valparaiso Univer
sity in Indiana and ends in
December at Hunter College
in New York. Olivet was
originally contacted by Mike
Clark of New Covenant
Productions, a promoter for
Jars of Clay working out of
Indianapolis. He has been
working in conjunction with a
group of Olivet representatives

hired through student develop
ment for the purpose of
bringing in bands to hold
concerts on campus. This
group, including Justin Knight
a youth pastor for Kankakee
First Church of the Nazarene,
has also brought concerts to
Olivet such as Wes King who
will be playing on campus
Sept. 25 as part of family
weekend.
Tour 101 will feature
two opening bands for Jars of
Clay, Silage and Burlap to
Cashmere. Silage, a group
from Grass Valley, California,
features a style of music that
combines elements from rap,
rock, pop, and ska. If you are
looking for an album by
Silage, their newest one,
“Vegas Car Chasers”, hits the
stores on Sept. 15. The octet,

Jars of Clay are (left to right) Matt Odmark,
Charlie Lowell, Dan Haseltine, Stephen Mason
(Submitted photo)
Burlap to Cashmere, promotes
a folk rock style of music
comparable to that of the band
Rusted Root with distinctive
Spanish/Greek overtones.
Their debut album “Live at the
Bitter End” can be picked up at
your local Christian music
seller.
A few of the other

bands who have opened for
Jars of Clay in the past have
included Duncan Sheik,
Sarah Masen, Sarah Jahn,
Matchbox 20, The Gufs, The
Samples, and Plumb. If you
would like to find out more
about the history or ministry
of Jars of Clay or their

(See Jars/page 3)
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Freshman take charge

roi
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SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
1:30 p.m.
WARD FIELD
Sign up in Ludwig
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Staff
Executive Editor: Heather Strous
Business Manager/Advertising Manager: Brad Curell
Head Photographer: Natalie Chovancek
News Editor: Iola Noble
Features Editor: Jennifer Schultz
Sports Editor: Kelly Hayden
Arts Editor: Andrea Bevis
Spiritual Life Editor: Kate Ehrich
. Faculty Advisor: Dr. Sue Williams
President: Dr. John Bowling
The GlimmerGlass is located in the lower level of Ludwig
Center. This newspaper is a publication of the Associated
Students Council of Olivet Nazarene University and a
member of the Illinois College Press Association. The
opinions expressed in the GlimmerGlass are those of each
individual writer and are not necessarily held by the Associ
ated Students Council, faculty, administration or the student
body of Olivet Nazarene University. The GlimmerGlass
encourages letters to the editor. Any and all opinions, com
plaints and suggestions are welcome, but are left to the
discretion of the editor and their staff. For publication, send
all letters, signed to the GlimmerGlass box, 6024, or to
hstrous@olivet.edu.

Olivet freshmen cast their votes for class council members on Sept. 9.
Brandon Palmer considers his options at the table in Ludwig. (GlimmerGlass
photo by Natalie Chovancek)

President: runoff between Phil Dannewitz and Corey Wilson
Vice President: runoff between Kristin Henricks and Brad Zurcher
ASC representative: Brandon Johnson
runoff between Kathryn Ableson and
Jesi Dierickx.
Secertary: Jenn Hatton
Treasurer: Andrew Baker
Social Committee: Sarah Burton, Jennifer Keith, Lesley Kenworthy,
Megan Vidt aijd Scott Wetterling
* Elections for class chaplin and runoff elections will be held Sept. 10

Revival

said, “students should be
'expectant of a great time,
(from page 1)
but not too expectant.” By
leading the services at
this, he meant that Chris
College Church. Service
tians cannot ask, seek, or
times will follow the regu intend to feel a movement
lar Sunday schedule and on from God, because that is the week nights will be held too demanding.
at 7:00 p.m. Sharon
“The best thing to
Parker, pastoral secretary;
do would be to sit back,
said, “music ministry will
worship God and allow
.be provided for the revival Him the freedom to
services by Promise, which move,” said Bray.
is comprised of George
Melissa Crider
Wolfe, Mark Hodge, and
said, “the change of pace
Brian Parker.”
in chapel services will
As for the expecta hopefully allow some
tions of the service Bray
students to put more of an

emphasis on God and take
away from the boredom of
the everyday routine.”
Whatever expecta
tions students, staff, and
church-goers may have,
the Spiritual Focus Week
will hopefully touch some,
if not all o f the lives on
and around Olivet
Nazarene University. God
has definitely shown
himself within the people
and activities ort this
campus and will surely
continue to, do so in the
future.
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By Kate Ehrich

physiology, and comparative
anatomy. These [in turn] serve
nursing, biology, physical
education, sports medicine,
dietetics, and social justice
majors and will affect them
greatly,’’said Colling.
The need to modernize
is great. Since the building

of the ordered furniture and
equipment for this lab was
Change: something to
easily between $40,000 and
embrace or something to fear.
$50,000,” said Colling.
Reed Hall of Science has been
. Colling spoke about
undergoing significant changes
why they chose to renovate
for the last few months.
this lab first, “Because the
The plan is to renovate
anatomy and physiology
and modernize Reed one room
course lends itself easiest to
at a time. Phase
computerization;
one began this
for example,
summer with the
students can now
replacement of the
do simulated
ceiling tile and air
dissections of the
conditioning ducts
human body with
Mm
along with a brand
the state of the art
new lighting
software in this
system.
lab.”
11
Dr.
This “new
Richard Colling,
technology”
chairperson of the
includes special
*
biology division,
software for the
said about the new
computers along
system, “It’s more
with a state of the
economical—the
art projection
college saves in
system that
energy.” The
attaches to the
lights are more •
ceiling. “ADAM
cost efficient and
software will run
provide a much
all computer
better quality of
imagery to
ill
lighting than the
facilitate human
¡¡S i
old. Since none of
dissection simula
these things have
tions,” said
been replaced
Wm
Colling. The
since the construc
computers at each
tion of the build
station will also
ing,
have internet
change was
The air conditioning system in Reed Hall of access and be
definitely
connected to
Science is just one of the areas receiving
in order.
work. (GlimmerGlass photo by Natalie Chovancek) faculty teaching
Along with
computers.
the new lights, have come new
__• in< - ,,
,
Colling and the
&
went up m 1965, there have
dreams for the classrooms and
members of the biology
been no major renovations.
labs. On June 15, workers
department have been
Colling said, “High school
started tearing out walls to
involved in this project and
students have better facilities
make way for a modernized
Colling said they have had
than we do.”
Although the
biology lab (a smart room, See
excellent
support from the
renovations for the lab cost
related article on page 4) in
“well over $100,000,” Colling administration.
room 024. The room is not
Next summer,
believes it’s worth it. He said,
completed in spite of being
Colling and the department
“There will be eight worksta
scheduled to be used this
hope that Reed 020 [the
tions each comprised of a
semester by Oct. 1.
microbiology and genetics
computer [research] and
“We realized it was
lab] will be renovated
dissection station in one. The
going to be late but we felt that
because it will complete that
stations will hold 4 students
it was important to go ahead.
each...creating 50% more floor section of the building. “It’s
These changes are to enhance
going to be the nicest lab in
space.’’ The lab is receiving
the quality of instruction in the
the building,” said Colling.
new furniture and computers
courses of anatomy and
along with a dissection table
physiology, human biology,
and a smart board. “The cost
Spiritual Life editor

m
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Family Weekend ’98
Are you tired of the “day in and day out” routine of
university life? Are you tired of studying? Looking for something to do over the weekend? Miss your family? Then the
office of student development and Student Activities has the
event for you: Family Weekend ‘98. The annual event, specially
arranged for Olivet students and their families, begins on Sept.
25 and will last through Sunday morning. The weekend has
activities of all types including varsity athletic events, Wes King
in concert, live entertainment, Broadway Review and much
more.

Friday, September 25
3:30 p.m. Women’s Tennis vs Trinity International
7:00 p.m. Planetarium Show, “The Man from Mars”
7:30 p.m. Broadway Review, Kresge Auditorium
8:00 p.m. Wes King in Concert, Chalfant Hall
8:30-11:00 p.m. Open Gym, Birchard Gymnasium
9:00 p.m. Videos, Snacks and Games, Red Room
10:00 p.m. Live Entertainment, Common Grounds

Saturday, September 26
10:00 a.m. Men’s and Women’s Soccer vs McKendree
11:30 a.m. Tailgate Party, Ward Field
1:30 p.m. Tiger Football vs St. Francis
4-6:00 p.m. Open House, Residence Halls
6:30 p.m. Family Pizza Party and Live Entertainment,
Ludwig Dinning Hall
7:30 p.m. Broadway Review, Kresge Auditorium
8:30-11:00 p.m. Open Gym, Birchard Gymnasium
9:00 p.m. Planetarium Show, “The Man from Mars”
Videos, Snacks and Games, Red Room
Live Entertainment, Common Grounds

Sunday, September 27
9:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast and Devotional

Jars
(from page 1)
opening bands, check them out
on the web at http://
www.jarsofclay.com.
Jars of Clay’s coming
to Olivet is looked at with
enthusiasm. J.R. Wolfe said,
“I think it’s good that Olivet
finally gets a band that is
actually going to bring some
money into school and that
people will actually go to. Jars
of Clay presents a good role
model for us to follow because
they are college aged and
follow Christ.”
In the excitement of
the coming of such a big band
to Olivet, it is easy to forget
the reason for their coming.
The name Jars of Clay is taken
from II Corinthians 4:7, “But

we have this treasure in jars of
clay to show that this allsurpassing power is from God
and not from us.” This
passage refers to our physical
frailties on earth in comparison
to the eternal souls God has
given us, and the everlasting
life promised to those who
believe in Jesus Christ.
Charlie Lowell who
plays the synthesizer, piano
and organ in Jars of Clay, once
said about their newest album,
“It’s Christ’s intention to lead
us out of fear and into lives
that are led and motivated by
. love. ‘Much Afraid’ is almost
an anthem of hope and faith
and a sense of resolution.
That, above all else, is what
we’re trying to learn and liv e H
and the message we want to
leave people with.”
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Olivet gets smart

Education receives new technology
By Josh Parker and lola Noble
■News Writer and News Editor

Attention students: a
smart room may be coming to
a classroom near you.
The latest id technol
ogy has arrived at Olivet and
now students and teachers
alike can reap the benefits of
these special rooms. A smart
room consists of a video
projector, a computer, A smart
board and the Safari System.
Sounds like just a
bunch of fancy equipment
thrown in a room, but it is
much more. All this equip
ment works together to provide
a high-tech learning environ
ment.
Noel Whitis, the
director of media, and technical
support said, “The main
advantage is all of the students
can visualize what you are
talking about on a 4' by 6'
screen.”
A smart board is the
equipment students will notice
the most in a classroom. It can
work in conjunction with
video projector to show
overheads, videos or project
other objects. This is only the
beginning of what the smart
board can do.
The aspect that makes
that smart board interactive is
that the board is touchsensitive, requiring ho mouse.
This comes into play if a

I

“The main advantage is all of the
students can visualize what you are
talking about on a 4' by 6' screen.”
Noel Whitis
director of m edia and
technical support
professor would like a class
to all look at a document in
WordPerfect, the professor
just simply has to touch the
screen on the proper icons
and it will advance. In
addition, the board can be
written on with special
electronic ink. Which allows
the professor to circle,
underline or add notes to any
projection on the smart

board.
The Safari System is
the brains of the smart room.
The system is located in the
Media department in the
basement of Benner. From
there, several different
options are available. Events
in any of the auditoriums or
smart classrooms on campus
can be recorded. Videos can
be played in the smart rooms
as well as other locations.
The programming for the
four Olivet cable channels is
also run through the Safari
System. For instance, a
chapel service can recorded

in Chalfant and played either
later or instantaneously played
in one of the smart rooms or
over an Olivet cable channel.
Because the smart
room performs so many
operations, there is no hassle
with moving a Television/VCR
in and out of the classroom.
Also, class time is maximized,
allowing the professor to use
the smart room to teach the
entire class, instead of running
between multiple computers, as
in a computer lab. The smart
room focuses student attention
on class discussions as notes
are saved to a computer file
and can be reopened, printed,
e-mailed, or posted to a
network.
There are four smart
rooms currently at Olivet. Two
have permanent locations: one
in the education and biology
departments. There are also
two portable boards with
computers in the English
department and in the graduate
studies department.

Dr. Tom Knowles instructs a class in the smart room
located in the education department. (GlimmerGlass
photo by Natalie Chovancek)
Marla Streit, associate
professor of education, is one
of the professors pioneering
the smart board classrooms at
ONU.
Streit said that the
smart board brings the outside
world into the classroom, and
that her students love the
novelty of having something
so technologically advanced.
“Besides being a novelty, the
smart board has educational
value,” Streit explained.
This is the first
semester the smart room is in
operation. All of the technol
ogy was new at the end of the

last school year.

Smart board costs
$3,000. The money is taken
from the Academic Special
Projects Budget. ONU
received a $1,000 grant for its
first smart board.
Olivet is fortunate to
possess such new technology.
According to Whitis, Dr. Gary
Streit would eventually like to
see a smart room in every
division. These smart rooms
may soon be seen all over
campus.

While the students are away the workers don’t play
■ Ward Field: landscaping and a new entrance sign
■ Benner Library: a new security system and third
floor was recarpeted and painted
■ Wisner Nursing Hall: new glass doors, new walls,
remodeling and relocation of the computer lab
■ Nesbitt Hall: new windows and air conditioning,
■ Reed Hall of Science : new ceilings, new lighting ■ Williams Hall: new showers on the south side of
and remodeling of the labs.
the building
■ Chapman Hall: new bathroom partitions, first floor ■ The front entrance of campus received a complete
remodeled
facelift.
’
■ Ludwig: remodeling of the cafeteria and a new
■ Cable television connected t6 every dorm.
patio on Common Grounds

Campus has been a buzz with activities all summer
long. Virtually every inch of campus has. had some
type of work done - from touch up painting to
complete remodeling. Check out what is new and
improved at ONU.

■ New fire alarm system installed in all the build
ings.
■ Smart classrooms in the education and biology
departments and upgraded in the English, music and
religion departments.
■ New computers in the religion!, fine arts, music,
business, biology, engineering, education, athletic
and family and consumer science departments and in
the library, computer services and media.
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Opinions

DiMaggio grabs Americans’ attention through others
E d ito r’s
note:
The
Glim m erG lass is seeking an
Opinions editor. Various people
will fill that role until one is
hired.
By Jeremy Van Kley
ONU English professor

It would probably be safe to as
sume that the greater portion of
our American population is lov
ers of music. I am certainly no
exception. I listen to music ev
ery chance I get, whether I am
driving in my car or just, work
ing in my office. So it is no great
surprise that I was listening to
Simon and Garfunkel the other
day amidst a seemingly insur
mountable pile of freshman pa
pers. I cannot discount the
soothing quality in their words,
which is why I was listening to
them and not someone like Jimi
Hendrix during these first few
stressful weeks. As I made a few
pencil scratches, highlighting
comma splices and pronoun-an
tecedent agreem ent errors, I
placed myself on stage in Cen
tral Park and sang the words with
Paul ¿nd Art: “And here’s to
you, M rs. Robinson, / Jesus
loves you more than you will
know (wo, wo, wo). / God bless
you, please, Mrs. Robinson, /
Heaven holds a place for those
who pray (hey, hey, hey).”
That feeling of being
overw helm ed— the one that

naturally comes with being as
sociated with a college in any
medium— was seemingly dis
placed. I continued circling sen
tence fragments and tense shifts
as I sang, but the words which
next floated to my ear were far
from carefree. For these, I let
Paul and Art sing by themselves:
“W here have you gone, Joe
DiMaggio? / A nation turns its
lonely eyes to you (woo, woo,
woo). / What’s that you say, Mrs.
Robinson?/“Joltin’ Joe” has left
and gone away (hey, hey, hey).”
You see, Joe DiMaggio and his
seemingly unbreakable record of
56 consecutive baseball games
with at least one base hit epito
mizes baseball for me. When I
think of America, I think of base
ball; and when I think of base
b all, I think o f people like
DiMaggio, Roger Maris and Ted
W illiams. The numbers that
these and other American icons
have posted stand for something
much more than records or sta
tistics. They stand as goals to
which we may turn our eyes and
our hearts, goals on which we
may set our sights and allow to
go before us as we walk through
college and ultimately life.
The new s that Joe
DiMaggio had “left and gone
away” left virtually all of us feel
ing a bit empty. Sure, “Joltin’
Joe” had been on his way out for
several years, but in 1994 it be
came official. The baseball

strike halfway through that sum
m er was an incredibly ugly
thing, both for the sport and for
our nation. Baseball had closed
its doors on millions of lonely
American eyes which had for so
long found companionship in the
crack of the bat and the roar o f
the crowd. The exit of.baseball
from the American state of mind
signaled som ething m uch
higher: a splintering in the very
frame which holds our nation
together. If you think I’m being
a bit dramatic, step out of your
metaphysical box for a second
and take a look at our country: a
great big melting pot, salad bowl,
connect-the-dot, color-by-number nation. And the common
thread which runs from Long
Island to- Southern California is
none Other than baseball. We all
see baseball as much more than
a game. Unfortunately, for many
years now, we have viewed it as
a big political and economic
machine that shuts down when
not afforded its own way.
The sport and its people
strutted back into our lives the
follow ing spring, b ut m ost
viewed its return as a distraction.
We sat fixed in our chairs and qn
our sofas, clutching the remote
and our pride, determined that
the television display anything
but those full-of-self millionares
childishly waving at a ball and
chasing it around a diamond
shaped playground. Sure, we

had numbers in our mind, but
neither was 56 or 61. Instead,
seven and eight-digit figures
filled up the space which our
heroes’ records had previously
occupied.
I’ve heard it said, “As
baseball goes, so goes the na
tion.” Whether or not this has
been true in our nation’s history
and whether or not this will be
true in the future, I do not know
and will not try to answer. But
this I do know. At some time in
the past tw elve m onths, Joe*
DiMaggio walked back into our
lives, right under our noses. He
did not make make a fuss; there
was no ticker-tape parade to wel
come him back. But somewhere,
sometime, one man hit “a long
fly ball, deep to le ft; . . ” And in
the course of events that ball
found its way into the seats and
into somebody’s hands. People
cheered, not because this man
was finally living up to his 8digit salary, but because they
were happy.
“Jd ltin ’ Joe” is back
from his little hiatus. As a na
tion we have turned our eyes to
him, and much to our surprise,
he is there in multiple forms.
Whether he is Mark McGwire
sending baseballs towering high
above the St. Louis arch or
Sammy Sosa lining rockets
through w indow s across
W aveland
A venue,
Joe
D iM aggio has once again

grabbed our attention. Our
lonely eyes aren’t so lonely any
more. With the number “62”
tatooed on our brains, we have
been brought together into this
rare communion. Despite natu
ral d isasters, governm ent
scandels, and missile strikes, an
entire body of people can now
stop everything to watch a base
ball climb hundreds of feet into,
the air via a wooden stick.
Amidst all of the obli
gations with which we as stu
dents, faculty, and staff are in
undated, let’s all take a moment
and think about that number.
Pause to watch a baseball “leave
the buildinig;” roar with a diverse
group of people who have abso
lutely nothing in common with
you except that they too want to
see someone “go yard;” and hug
the person next to you when it
happens, regardless of who she
or he might be. The boys of sum
m er have stam ped home the
theory in all our minds that base
ball is more than just a game. It
is something to rally around, to
lead us away from less noble
pursuits that would seek to take
our souls. As Paul and Art sang,
“Jesus loves you more than you
would know.” The common
thread of our nation is being re
sewn; the splintered frame which
binds us is holding fast; and
Jesus just might have something
to do with it (wo, wo, wo).

Looking for your nichel Editor says to ask Man Upstairs
By Heather Strous
Executive editor

It’s deadline night, 9:35
p.m., and Lord willing, it’s
Thursday, and you’re reading
this. I haven’t slept in about
week, and I don’t mind. I
haven’t eaten much either— a
few cheesesticks here and there,
some coffee and a few things I
don’t care to remember. Hey,
when you’re hungry, anything
starts to sound appealing, in
cluding combinations like
chicken tenders and triple choco

late chip cookies. I ’ve heard my
name yelled more times than I
can count; in fact, I’ve decided
to change it to “Hey-I’ve-gotthis-really-huge-problem-andthe-computer-won’t-work-andI-can’t-find-my-Ollies-Folliespictures” because it’s more fun
to say. The yellers, my crack
staff, have been on call for the
past week, and I have a feeling
they’ve cringed every time the
phone has rung the past couple
of days. “Uh, sorry to bother you
for the 9,356 time-- Oh, right, I
guess it was 9,357... Yeah,

sorry, anyway, can you come to
the office and fix page...” I think
what amazes me most— other
than the fact that Paul McCartney
referred to his late wife as “a big
orange diamond” in an inter
view—is that my editors stuck it
out— without so much as a
wimper. Everybody pulled their
own weight, and some even took
on a little more than they had to- or a lot more; my features
editor got to know the photo
scanner very well. We became a
team over a few short weeks,
and I guess that makes me the'

coach. I like to think of myself
more as a manager, though—
you know, the person who
handles the equipment and gets
the water bottles. I stand behind
the bench, and when somebody
does something right, I can
cheer, and when something goes
wrong, I can cheer them on. To
me, the term “coach,” sounds
superior, and by ray standards,
we’re equals. No person is more
important than the other.
What would the paper
be like if it was all news or all
arts? If the editor of the sports

section came to me one day and
asked to be the photographer,
what would become of the
sports section? Like my editors,
each Ollie Tech student and
faculty member has a niche on
this great campus of ours. And
it’s our job to find that place or
gift—with God’s help. So what
are you waiting for? Ask Him;
He wants to tell you. As for me
and this paper, we will serve the
Lord. That’s my niche. That’s
my place-. Blessings....
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It’s the end of the world as you know it
By Salena Hughes
Features writer

By Desiree Hughes
Features writer
You’ve done your

It was a hot day on August 22,
as freshmen tried to move in, carrying

time. You’re in the home

heavy boxes filled with clothes, shoes,

stretch. One more year,

and other necessities:

and you’re ready to

Most freshmen brought with

don the gown...

them a symbol from their home,
How do you
reminding them of their
family, or boyfriend/

t
girlfriend. Photos, old
shirts and stuffed
animals began to line

feel?

Brandon Johnson
(top) and R.J. Droese
(bottom) ham it up.
(GlimmerGlass photo by
Jen Schultz)

That’s what
RJ Droese is about
to do. Having

desktops and dressers.
Once the last box is unpacked, the

financial aid.

majors in Christian

Parents
education and
think that sending their child off to

“It was confusing moving in,

college will make him or her more

Spanish, he will listen to “Pomp and

and it was hot and tiring,” said Fresh

responsible. This is true.

Circumstance” for the last time in

man Brandon Johnson.

At Olivet, students have to follow

May.

■ “I love the dorms.” said Erin

curfews, clean up their dorm room,
and obey a host of other rules.

Fields.'

“I feel more responsible

Some people come here
because of religion, others because this

Droese is very active in school.
He works in the cafeteria, so he likes
the style of cafeteria. (For all of you

with all I say and do,” said Johnsofi.
“I feel more responsible

is the only school he or she has heard
about, still others are not really sure

with managing my time,and

why they chose Olivet.

money,” said Fields.
Freshmen have tons of new

“God wanted me to go here,
and Olivet is the only place I applied

experiences coming their way. Most

to,” said Field.

look forward to their experience at

about money, but many earned scholar-

through school with Polluck. They
promised each other to be college
roommates. Then Polluck moved
away. Since Droese hadn’t seen
Polluck in 10 years, he felt the need to
write Polluck his senior year and re
establish contact. Droese and Polluck
kept the promiser
“At first I was not anxious to

Olivet.

come back, but I am excited about
coming back because I think God has
something in store for me personally,
and for this campus,” Droese said.
Droese’s goals are (l)to wear

juniors at Ollies Follies.) He also

Most students are worried

VBS. Droese was saved, and went

completed his

wom-out freshman sighs. Home sweet
home.

Polluck, brought Droese to church for

participates in SOS, intramural soccer
and volleyball,and is an RA at
Champman. ■;

<; v > v- „•4 ,

Droese has wanted to Come to

all of his hats at least once (He has
some 70 hats), (2)to make his girlfriend
feel like a million dollars
everyday(ahh), (3) not to sleep through
any of his classes with Dr. Smith, and
number (4) for those.Champman guys,
would be not to kill anyone on his
floor!!!!
“I think I strive just in general

Olivet since second grade. Droese’s
(See SEN IO R /page 7)
best friend since childhood, Chris

wtnwmìni
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She wants that ‘MRS’ degree Senior
By Natalie Chovancek and Kendi Holcomb-Densmore
Features Writers

We hate to admit it, but it’s true—there really
are women at Olivet that are only here to receive their
MRS. Degree. Think you know one of these women?
Check out this quiz to see if she fits the mold.
1. When you see yoru female friend, she is
A. In the bathroom AGAIN doing her
makeup and hair.
B. With a new male victim in Common
Grounds.
C. Doing her homework.
2. Your female friend
A. Has anew boyfriend every week.
B. Has had the same boyrfriend since the
first week.
C. Is still waiting for “the one.”
3. How many hours does she spend in heavy
traffic areas (i.e. Red Room, quad, etc.)?
A. Yes.
B. 10+.
C. 2-10
D. As little as possible.
4. When you look at her, your first thoughts are:
A. Can she get that skirt any higher?
B. Can she get any more makeup on her
face? ‘
C. Pastor’s wife,
d. June Cleaver
5. Her wardrobe appears to have been purchased
at
A. County Seat, American Eagle, or Old
Navy
B. Gap, Buckle, or Nike
C. Salvation Army or Wal-Mart
D. 'Rave or 5-7-9
6. On Friday night she is
A. “mackin’.”
B. At Wal-Mart
C. Doing homework or at the plan
etarium.
D. Back at home with her boyfriend.
7. Her goals are:
A. A house with a white picket fence and
4-8 kids.
B. C.E.O. at a Fortune 500 company/
running her own business.
C. Fame in Hollywood.
D. Wherever “he” leads.
8. Her conversations are about
A. Astrophysics or politics.
B. Gossip.
C. Herself.
D. Him
9. Her perfect male is
A. A jock.
B. Non-specific (whoever God

(from page 6)

to have excellence in everything I do. I do
provides).
C. Tall, dark and handsome
D. Anything with a pulse.
E. In Joshua (the P.R. group)

everything for the glory of God because he has
called me to live that way.”
Droese has been called to be a youth
pastor because he loves teens, but Droese a lso '

The scale for ONU’s MRS quiz—Tally your
points according to this:
C=1
1. A=2 b=3
2. A=2 b=3
C=1
c=2
3. A=4 b=3
d=2
c=4
4. A=3 b=l
5. A=4 b=3
d=l
c=2
d=4
6. A=3 b=2
c=l
c=2
d=4
7. A=3 b=l
d=4
C=1
8- A=2 b=3
C=1
d=3
e=4
9. A=2 b=5

feels called to either a Spanish speaking country
or a Spanish community in the United States.
Droese knows that this year is different.
It’s the last year he’ll be spending at Olivet. He
doesn’t exactly feel like a senior, but he knows
he’s older. He has a heart of a teenager. That’s
why God has called him into youth ministry.
Droese’s advice to the rest of us is,’’Make
the most out of everyday and don’t worry about
tommorrow. A lot of freshmen worry about a

How does she measure up?
26-35 pts: She will have an MRS degree before she
graduates.
16-25 pts: She will have her ring and be on her way to
an MRS by graduation.
i
6-15 pts: She will be one of the 5 in her graduating
class who will not have an MRS degree.

major, but I worried about the future. My motto is
no regrets. Just make the most out of everything.”
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Loving God, others
Olivetians experience mission, trips
By Doug Harbrueger
Features writer

Another student that devoted a

What do community showers,
cramped rooms, and a bunch of people

portion of his summer to missions was

speaking a language that you cannot

Senior Joel Parsons. Parsons left in

understand have in common? This is

mid-July with 9 other people for a

what one ONU student found on her

three- week trip to Israel sponsored by

summer mission trip to Italy. Over the

the Chaplain’s office.

summer, many Olivetians found that

the group showed the love of Christ by

investing their time and energy in

working at a day care facility, painting

showing the love of Christ to be one of

a church, and putting on a VBS.

the most rewarding activity.

Parsons said that one of the best

helping others experience the love of

forget the love given to me by my

memories that he had of the trip was

Christ. Hansen has worked the past

students, their parents and the many

devoted two months of the summer to*

taking-communion in a garden that

three summers at Milwaukee Rescue

other people I met. They probably

working in Italy through Youth in

could have, been the place where Jesus

Mission teaching summer school to

taught me more about God than I taught

Mission, a Nazarene summer missions

was buried.

inner city children and working in a

them.”

Junior Stefanie Rhodabarger

While in Israel,

While working in a day care,

program. Together with 6 other

Joel Parsons hangs out by the Jordan River while on his
missions trip to Israel this past summer (Submittedphoto)

Some believe that mission -

women and children’s shelter. While

work is only for those going to other

Christian college students from the

Parsons met a Muslim child named

U.S., Rhodabarger found herself

Anwar, who stole his heart. Because

writing, and arithmetic, Hansen had the

countries. Rhodabarger said, “Mis

painting and doing other forms of

Anwar was not a Christian, Parsons

opportunity to share the gospel with the

sions is everywhere, althofigh it is not

manual labor to serve her brothers and

began to realize the seriousness of the

children and see their lives change

the same everywhere. Everyone is

sisters of another country.

situation. If Anwar renounces his

because of Christ.

called to outreach [Matthew 28].

Although having to put up with Muslim beliefs and becomes a Chris-

■teaching children about reading,

Missions starts in the heart. You don’t

It has not only been the

a garden hose for a shower and being

tian, the consequences would be quite

children that have been changed.

have to set out a clear path and get

with the same people 24 hours a day 7

serious. However if this child never

Hansen said about her work at the

everything organized. It starts now,

days a week, Stefanie found that the

accepts Christ, the consequences would

rescue mission, “Growing up in the

where you are at.”

Holy Spirit was able to use her in great

be even more grave. This experience

country in an all white area, I had

ways. She said, however, “I did not

helped Parsons to greater see the need

preconceived ideas before the first

God’s heart beat. Every student should .

make as much an impact on Italy as

for the love of Christ to be shared in the

summer I went to Milwaukee, that

go on a short term mission trip before

Italy made an impact on me. By going

Middle East.

many of the people I came across in the

graduation. It changes your perspective

city would not like me, because I was

on everything.”

Senior Amy Hansen is another

to Italy I have become more of &world

student who gave her summer to

Christian.”

Parsons said, “Missions is

white. I was so wrong. I will never

G et ready to set active- Rotaract is com ing to Olivet

R
\t k l o a t h o r M o r n a n
By
Heather Morgan

*

Features writer

18-30-year-olds. However, this sister program

localy Rotary chapter of Bradley and Bourbonnais

that summarizes the mission of Rotaract, a service organiza-

4s not a Juni°r Rotary Club, explained Dr. Tim

will support it.

tion that is making its debut at ONU this year.

Nelson, music professor and Rotaract sponsor.

“Building a Better Tomorrow is the catch phrase

This new club is affiliated with Rotary Interna
tional, a world-wide service organization. Rotaract is for

The Rotaract club is completely separate from
the Rotary Club. The only affilation is that the

While this will be Rotaract’s first year at
ONU, the organization is not new in other areas of

(See Rotaract/ page 18)
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Spiritual Life editor has a moving experience
By Kate Ehrich
Spiritual Life editor

“You want me to
WHAT?”my poor roommate que
ried as she stared at the massive
counter between us.
“Yea, just lift your end a
little so that I can get it over the
metal bar between the tile and the
carpet and then we can just scoot
it into the room...” I responded.
We had been moving
furniture all night in the office.
Already moved into our room, she

' and I were now tackling the great
job of organizing the newspaper
office—a feat which, I’m sureJ
hadn’t been done since the
construction of Ludwig Center.
Already her hands and
mine were covered in dust and
grime, and both of us were
desperately trying not to break
anymore nails. We were hot, tired
and hungry—and it was only the
beginning of the evening. Dead
line was 12 days away and both of
us wondered if the office could
ever
be used again.
The

computers were down; the printer
was smoking, and the tile was
coming off the floor. I was
beginning to wonder if I had heard
right when I applied for the
position of spiritual life editor.
Then I remembered the
story of Joseph (...the one who
had that funky colored coat in the
Bible? Maybe Joseph was an
ancient hippy who had a thing
about rainbows....).
It’s the story of a young
man called to greatness at the age
of 17 who, for 13 years after

hearing God’s voice, put up with
being sold as a slave by his own
brothers, framed for assault, and
finally tossed in prison. I think he
had plenty of time to question
whether he really heard from
God.. It seemed as if he had just
dreamed up the idea of ruling over
his brothers and the land on his
own. Then one day, within the
blink of an eye, he was sitting,
sipping mocha and golfing with
the pharaoh.
There’s a point—really.
While we were moving

that stupid counter, God told me
that things don’t happen over
night, nor do the things worth
while come easily. When I
compared my piddley little dis
comforts with those of Joseph, I
realized I had it good.
My goal as Spiritual Life
Editor this year is to offer a little
bit of sanity and encouragement
and delivering pertinent news of
activities and features of the
spiritual life of Olivet.
Be
encouraged—we are not there yet!

Just call him ‘Bill’
Chaplain Bray opens door to students
By Heather Strous
Executive editor
A lone man dressed ip
jeans and Doc Martens sits at a
table in Barnes & Noble sipping
his dark roasted hazelnut coffee.
Most people see him as a man of
God; others see him as a key
figure on Olivet’s campus. But
to his family and friends, he’s
just Bill.
“Hike to be called Bill,
but Chaplain Bray is O.K. ” said
Chaplain Bill Bray.
Bray has filled the role
of spiritual life care-taker of the
university for four years. Prior
to coming to Olivet, he gradu
ated from Nazarene Theological
Seminary in 1978. His first
pastorate was at a Friends
church, of Quaker origin. . He
went on to serve in
two
Nazarene churches before com
ing to Olivet.
His responsibilities in
and outside of his position are
vast and varied. As chaplain, he
lines up chapel speakers, teaches
two classes and oversees cam
pus ministries. The first Sunday
after Easter last year, he added
another brick to the lo ad delivering sermons for Kankakee
First Church of the Nazarene.
' The church is in a
transition period. The former
pastor resigned and moved to
Iowa to work as a district

superintendent.
“Ivor Newsham, the
church board secretary for
Kankakee First, approached me
and asked if I would be
interested in filling in while they
looked for a pastor,” Bray said.
Bray spoke to Olivet
President Dr. John Bowling
before making the decision, to
discuss how it would affect his
job, but accepting the First
Church offer wasn’t a hard
decision to make.
“I ’m enjoying it. You
know, one thing I really like
about it is that people get to hear
me in a different light. I really
distinguish between chapel
speaking and pastoral preach
ing,” he said.
With preaching, he can
do a series of lessons, unlike
chapels in which his speaking
times are not regular.
Subbing for churches is
not new to Bray. In the fall of ’95
and through part of ’96, he flew
to and from Detroit every
Sunday to fill their transition
time.
“I really fell in love
with the people there,” he said.
His love for preaching
apd his chinches is preceded by
his love for family. He has been
married to Judy for 24 years.
They will celebrate their silver
anniversary in May. He has two
children—Krista, an 18 year-old

Chaplain Bill Bray poses with his friend Ron Attig of Nazarene Bible Col*
lege in the mountains of Colorado Springs, Colorado. (Submittedphoto}
freshm an at M id-Am erica
Nazarene University, and Bran
don, a 16 year-old sophomore at
Bradley-Bourbonnais Commu
nity High School. He spends the
bulk of his free time with his
family.
“I ’ll often take excur
sions with my wife to Orland
Park or Orland Mall or to the
state park or to Borders,” he
said.
His free time, though,
is precious and short.
“I’m extremely busy,”
he said. “These days, with the
addition of First Church in the
mornings and Kairos in the
evenings, I’ve probably had as
little free time as I’ve ever had.”
Kairos is the College
Church of the Nazarene’s Sun
day evening service geared

toward college students. Pastor
Dan Boone approached Bray
with the idea, and Bray, though
enthusiastic about the concept,
wasn’t sure what his role should
be in getting it off the ground.
“My struggle with die
First Church decision wasn’t
nearly as bad as my struggle,
with the College Church deci- '
sion. The reason wasn’t that my
heart wasn’t with the college
students. It was wondering
whether I should add one more
thing to the load,” Bray said.
Bray accepted the posi
tion as facilitator of the group,
which he describes as interac
tive, relational, laid back and
varied in its service style.
Despite his new re
sponsibilities, Bray is as com
mitted as ever to the spiritual life

of Olivet’s inhabitants. He has
five-year goals for the upreach,
inreach and outreach programs.
“The upreach goals in
the next five years would be to
make chapels as meaningful as
you can in a mandatory setting.
My heart keeps pushing for
identity rather than inspiration,”
he said.
That identity is found
in other students. Chapels like
“Interview with the class chap
lains” give students a chance to
relate to their peers, he said.
He sees chapel as a
combination of things. “Chapel
is partly worship and partly
school. It’sahybrid.lt is the one
venue we have to bring

(See Bill/page 12)

Spiritual Life Special Section
that we hope that we can p.m. at Kelley Prayer Chapel.
provide a place that someone
can receive Christ as their Lord
and Savior,” said leader Chris
Student Mission
Dillingham. This year’s theme
Fellowship
“ 180 is a laid back, is “Making a Relationship with
Joel Parsons,
acoustic worship service in the Christ, one block at a time.”
splendid ambiance of the Warm
ext. 6769;
ing House,” said leader Jason
Urban Children’s
Regina Ommen,
Lee.
Ministries
The group meets every
ext. 6531
Jamie Michael,
other Monday at 9:15 p.m. at the
Jen Flick, ext. 6357
Warming House.
•
ext. 6801
The meetings are stu
Student Mission Fel
dent led services and offer much
Do you want to spend lowship is a ministry for
freedom in worship and re
more time exploring your inner students who have a heart for
sponse to the Word.
child?
overseas and inner city mis
It is a safe place to
“I have a perfect way to sions.
come and be yourself. The focus
indulge that wish—volunteer to
“We are not solely a
is on seeking God in every
spend time with some children group for those students who
aspect of life—not just church or
that really need someone who have felt the call to ‘go,’ for we
other religious settings.
cares,” said leader Jamie also are geared toward students
If the first year of 180 is
Michael.
who recognize the high priority
any indication, God has some
Urban Children’s Min of missions work as being the
really neat things in store for this
istries is an outreach group at heartbeat of God and who wish
ministry.
Olivet that works with inner city to support missions in whatever
Rather than having a
children in Kankakee and south way possible,” said leader Joel
different speaker each time,
Chicago. Most of the volunteer Parsons.
there will be a few speakers who
times are on Saturdays or during
The group is a rather
will do a three- or four-week
the week after school.
unique
spiritual
life group in the
series of messages.
- The programs the group sense that it is geared toward
Jeremiah Bolich and
helps with involve tutoring, outreach and inreach type minis
Mark Hendrickson are just two
Bible stories and game time. tries. With inreach, the organiza
of the speakers who Will be
Volunteer locations include the tion holds weekly meetings
involved with the group this
Kankakee Salvation Army, the Tuesdays at 8 p.m. at the
year.
Kankakee Community Resource Warming House to which guests
Center and Ingleside Church of are invited to speak on topics
Prayerband
the Nazarene.
relevant to missions. The mes
Chris Dillingham,
sages are followed by a time of
prayer, praise and worship. The
Save Our Streets
ext. 6846
also seeks to build
Christine Caldwell, Fellowship
accountability among the stu
Prayerband meets ev
ext. 6540;
dents in the group. This is done
ery other Monday night, oppo
by
having prayer partners and
Jodi Fischer,
site of 180, at 9:30 p.m. at Kelley
periodically having a time of
Prayer Chapel.
ext. 7820 and
accountability during their regu
The goal of the group is
larly scheduled meetings. The
Josh Herndon,
to enable students to connect
group is an outreach in the sense
with God in an environment in
ext. 6746
that, approximately once a
which they are comfortable.
month, members do a service
Prayerband enables stu
Save Our Streets is a project such as inner city
dents to experience God in ministry to the homeless and
missions and Habitat for Hu
worship, the reading of the other people in need in the city
manity.
Word and a short message by a of Chicago and the Kankakee
_ “Even on our retreats,
guest speaker.
community.
the service project is one of the
“We like to think that
“This is the Lord’s most important aspects of our
Prayerband is probably more ministry and we go where He
time together,” Parsons said.
like the church homes that sends us,” said leader Christine
This year, the Fellow
students come from. Although Caldwell.
ship also is going to further their
this is a in-reach ministry, we
Outings are held Fri effort to provide support for
like to think that it is also an out days approximately twice a
overseas missionaries.
reach ministry—an out reach in month. Prayer times are at 10

180
Jason Lee,
ext. 6855

The group also seeks to
educate the ONU student body
on persecution of Christians
around the world through the
Prayer For the Persecuted
Church newsletter.
The group’s theme
verse is “Who will not fear you,
O Lord, and bring glory to your
name? For you alone are holy.
All nations will come and
worship before you, for your
righteous acts have been re
vealed,” Revelation 15:4.
In addition to this, the
organization’s increased activ
ity in missions work this year is
based on 1 John 3:18, which
says, “Dear children, let us not
love with words or tongue but
with actions and in truth.”

Mission: Possible
Tracy J. Moore,
ext. 6337
“I think the title of our
ministry is very appropriate.
Mission: Possible reaches out to '
those individuals who may seem
unreachable,” said Tracy Moore.
One of the ways the
group does this is by helping
with the Kankakee County jail
church services and devotions.
“These are some awe
some people to interact with.
They are always very eager to
learn more about God and His
Word,” Moore said.
Another ministry op
portunity the organization offers
is interaction with residents of
the Christian Haven Boys Home.
The boys’ ages range from 12 to
16.
This ministry has loads
of potential. Mission:Possible is
looking for someone who be
lieves God may be calling them
into a leadership role.
Call Moore if inter
ested.
The group’s theme is “I
needed clothes and you clothed
me, I was sick and you looked
after me, I was in prison and you
came to visit me,” Matthew
25:36.

10
Fellowship for
Christian Athletes
Janelle Edlin,
ext. 6361

“The purpose of Fel
lowship for Christian Athlete is
to bring together athletes and
those who support athletes for a
time to focus on the goal of
becoming closer to Jesus Christ,”
leader Janelle Edlin said.
The group meets every
other Monday starting Septem
ber 14 at a site to be determined.
While pressing towards the goal
for a championship trophy this
season, FCA presses toward the
goal of being closer to the
Father. They are a team striving
for the same goal of getting to
know God and developing a
stronger relationship with Him.
‘Together we can help
each other reach that goal. We
aré only as strong as the weakest
player,” Edlin said.
The group theme verse •
is “We have come to share in
Christ if we hold firmly till the
end the confidence we had at
first, (that’s the goal)” Hebrews
3:14.

Compassionate
Ministries
Brooksie Jewell, ext.
6424
“You have the power to
change
the
surrounding
Kankakee area through Com
passionate Ministries,” said
leader Brooksie Jewell.
Compassionate Minis
tries reaches put to the physical
needs of people through inter
city and environmental projects
such as food drives, Crop
Walks, and in any area people
might need assistance about
once a month. Acts 1:8 says,
“But you will receive power
when the Holy‘Spirit has come
upon you, and you will be my
witnesses in Jerusalem, in all
Judea and Samaria, and to the
ends of the earth.” If you would

Spiritual Life Special Section
like to use the power God has match to college students in a
given you, join Compassionate one-on-one friendship with
Ministries today.
someone who is mentally or
physically handicapped,” said
Unspeakable Love leader Lexa Shelton.
Last year, the mem
Jana Messer,
bers of the group were paired up
with residents at Shapiro Devel
ext. 6385
opmental Center in Kankakee.
“Through weekly con
“Give thanks to the
tact—
a
phone call, letter or
Lord, call his name; make
maybe
even
a visit—and one to
known among the nations what
three
group
activities
a semester
he has done and proclaim that
his name is exalted. Sing to the with our ‘buddies,’ we seek to
Lord, for his has done glorious honor God and simply be a
things; let this be known to all Mend,” Shelton said.
No prior experience
the world,” Isaiah 12:4-5.
with
the
handicapped is neces
As Christians, we are
sary.
Some
officer positions in
called to let the world know of
the
group
are
still unfilled.
the glorious things God has
done for each of us. The
Unspeakable Love mime team
does just that.
It presents the gospel
through a series of songs
carefully selected to powerfully
present the message of the death
and resurrection of Jesus and the
love of God.
The team performs
mimes to popular Christian
songs that tell the story of the
gospel.
It travels to churches
across the region ministering on
Sunday mornings during the
spring semester. Plans are in the
works for service projects and
activities with teens during
these weeks of fun, fellowship
and worship.
“If you are interested in
a ministry that is excited about
worshiping and presenting the
gospel, give us a look,” said
leader Jana Messer.
Members are not cho
sen based on talent or experi
ence. The group will provide the
necessary training; they simply
•ask for people with a heart for
God and an excitement in their
hearts for the kingdom.

Life Song
Andy Foster,
ext. 6851

Omega
Stephanie Harris,
937-4102

Evangels
Erica Gibson,
ext. 7820

II Timothy says, “And
the things that you have heard
from me among many wit
nesses, commit these to faithful
men who will be able to .teach
others also.”
Omega Drama Minis
tries is an exciting group of
students that portray the love of
Christ through drama.
Omega takes the word
of God and brings it to life in a
visual way that helps people
understand who God is and that
He loves us unconditionally.
Weekends are spent
traveling to different churches
across the region, spending time
with children, youth groups and
adults and spreading God’s love
through games, devotions and
drama.
The group’s personal
time on campus in retreats and
practices are great times of
learning more about God, each
other and their walk with Christ
by sharing and praising as they
work together to further the
kingdom of God.

The elderly are prob
ably one of the most overlooked
groups by most communities,
especially by the college-aged.
Three area nursing homes have
given us the opportunity to serve
our elderly in a variety of ways.
“Some of our visits
have included craft making,
Bible studies, games and read
ing,” said leader Erica Gibson.
“But just visiting with the
residents is one of the most
enjoyable experiences for both
us and them.”
One of the continuing
programs for this year is the
Adopt-a-Grandparent, a perfect
way for students to be able to
share with a nursing home
resident in a more personal way.
“We are looking for
ward to an exciting year,”
Gibson said. “No special talents
are needed, except an open heart
for sharing.”

Life Song is a ministry that
travels around the ONU region
to various churches encouraging
and ministering to people
through song.
“If you sing or play the
piano and are looking for an
avenue of ministry this year,
consider Life Song,” said leader
Andy Foster. “You will be hardpressed to find a more satisfying
Holy Hands
and enjoyable way to travel and
of Praise
meet new people and most
importantly, minister for our
Doug Thomas,
Lord Jesus Christ.”
ext. 5210
The group’s theme
verse is “Sing and make music
Holy Hands of Praise is
in your heart to the Lord,”
ONU’s puppet outreach team.
Ephesians 5:19.
Puppeteers wish to present the
gospel in exciting and under
Fresh Spirit
standable ways to children and
Doug Thomas,
hope to provide some relief to
children’s workers in churches
ext. 5210
around the region.
The group uses skits,
Fresh Spirit is the
songs
and
games to interact with
monthly newsletter brought to
you by the spiritual life council. children while they learn Bibli
Shepherd’s Flock Testimonies and Scripture are cal concepts and values.
HHOP is not only an
included.
Lexa Shelton,
opportunity
for children’s min
Its purpose is to edify,
istry,
it
is
a
great
way to broaden
ext. 6338
encourage and give glory to God
your horizons with other Olivet
for the work He is doing through
Shepherd’s Flock is a and in Olivet students. The students.
ministry to the developmentally publication is distributed after
handicapped. “W e work to chapel each month.

Disciplers
Brad Daughtery,
ext. 6856
Disciplers is a dedi
cated group of faithful ONU
students committed to the
discipling of children living in
the Hopkins Park, Pembroke
area. In coordination with the
missionaries of Bible Witness
Camp and ONU’s Spiritual Life,
students who commit to work
ing as a discipler can expect to
be involved in the lives of
children living in one of
America’s poorest communities
located just forty minutes from
ONU’s campus. The students
who sign up for a one-year
commitment to disciplers will
be challenged in their commit
ment, will fall in love with the
children and will sense a
completely different aspect of
God from their everyday experi
ence. Come see the Father spin
His spirit of love and joy in the
poverty-stricken sand hills of
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Hopkins Park. This decision
will require one night a week,
Monday for boys in kindergar
ten through eighth grade,
Wednesday for girls in kinder
garten through eighth grade and
Thursday is senior night.
Disciplers provides a variety of
opportunities for all who are
interested in working with
children and teens and could be
the fulfillment of the Lord’s will
in your life.

Prayer Warriers
Jessica Sherwood,
ext. 6500;
Darren Hamlin,
ext. 5015
“Jesus, are you there?
It’s me again. I know that are
supposed to be my friend, but I
barely know you. I know that
you’re supposed to love me, but
I ’ve never seen you smile, and I
don’t always know what you
want from me or how I should
even talk to you. You said that
the church was your bride. You
said that I was your ‘beloved.’
Jesus, I don’t even know what
that is supposed to mean. How
I am supposed to worship and
honor you as my God if I don’t
even know you?” Sometimes
God seems so far away. But
there must be more to Christian
ity than just going to church and
being good. The Lord isn’t just
a God of absolute morals and
devotion times. He constantly
talks about love and a relation
ship with his people, but too
often that relationship seems
unreal, so intangible. Prayer
Warriors is a group of students
who meet in Kelley Prayer
Chapel on Tuesday nights at
7p.m.
“We pray for one an
other, tell each other what God
has been teaching us and share
our concerns,” said leader Jes
sica Sherwood. God gave his
word that we would find him
when we searched for him with
all our heart, and that is Prayer
Warriors desire, to be a place of
inter-discovery.

Spiritual Life 12
Festival encourages students to minister
By Jason P. Ruel
Spiritual Life writer

W hat is F estiv al O f
Ministries?
“This event is given to
allow students to become part of
a ministry that will make them
grow not only socially but spiri
tually,” said C om passionate
M inistries lead er B rooksie
Jewell.
There are many minis
tries here at Olivet, and they all
have a chance to express them
selves to the faculty, staff, and
student body.
The festival is a week Of
displays and booths in Ludwig
Center during meals, a chapel
service and a chance to get stu
dents involved in various minis
tries here at ONU.

“Spiritual life is
here to facilitate
a closer and
deeper walk
> with God.”
Doug Thomas
Vice President
- ______ of Spiritual Life
s Spiritual Life Ministries
is run by Doug Thomas, vice
president of Spiritual Life. He
has a list of all of the people to
contact if a student wants to be
come a member of any of the
ministries.
Thomas not only wants
every student to becom e in^
volved in a ministry, but also de

sires that they gain insight into
their own spirituality.
“I hope students would
become more aware of their own
spiritual life,” he said. “After all,
spiritual life is here to facilitate
a closer and deeper walk with
God.”
Some of the ministries
available to students on campus
include Fresh Spirit, Prayerband
and Prayer Warriors. One of the
ways spiritual life leaders are
facilitating a closer and deeper
walk with God is through a new
ministry within Prayer Warriors
that will provide boxes for prayer
cards that students can fill out to
have the warriors pray for them.
To becom e part of a
ministry, look for fliers and con
tact Thomas at extension 5210.

The kind
worship service
you’ve been looking for
is here...

KAIROS
Sundays, 6 p.m.
College Church sanctuary

lola Noble mimes to promote Unspeakable Love,
one of the spiritual life ministries. (GlimmerGlass
photo by Natalie Chovancek)

Bill
(from p ag e 9)

everyone together. My biggest
fear is that it could become too
much o f one of those two
things.”
With inreach minis
tries, he said the key is
involvement.
“I would say for inreach
ministries that students would
participate and see the value
participating in a small group,”
Bray said.
Another inreach minis
try, the Mentor-A-Couple pro
gram has grown in the past few
years. Last semester, 30 couples
were involved in this premarital,
preparation program.
In outreach ministries,
he has committed himself to
short term missions.
“I want to grow mis
sions. There are plans on the
board for us to be able to
communicate directly with mis
sionaries on the field,” Bray
said. Currently, mission trips are
planned through Nazarene head
quarters in Kansas City, Kansas.
At the core of his
devotion to this ministry was

last year’s mission trip to Peru.
“I had never personally
seen poverty like I saw in Peru.
When I came back, I was
emotionally flat. I came back
with a sense of reinforcing that
missions was where I wanted to
spend a lot of my energy,” he
said.
His energy comes pri
marily from God and his prayer
life. He prays mostly in his
office and occasionally in Kelley
Prayer Chapel. But he can also
be found jogging around the
track or sitting in the empty
football stands having a conver
sation with His Maker.
Bray said his journey
from seminary graduation to
pastor, chaplain and father of a
college student has been amaz
ing and short.
“I’m too young to be
this old. I ’m not 30 anymore. It’s
really kind of surprising to me
how quickly things have gone
from graduating college to right
now,” he said.

No. 9 football Tigers seek crown
By Scott Nelson
Sports writer

Ranked ninth in the
NAIA by Don Hansen’s Foot
ball Gazette, the defending
Victory Bowl champions enter
the 1998 season with lofty goals
on their minds.
“Our goal is to win a
championship,” said head coach
Mike Conway.
Dreams of
championships are expressed
across practice fields nation
wide this time of year.
Considering what has
happened to Tiger football the
past two seasons under Conway- a school best 8-3 record and an
NCÇAA championship in 1997- a crown is conceivable and
certainly attainable. Specifi
cally, Conway speaks of a the
Mid-States Football Associa
tion championship.
“Winning the confer
ence would put us in a position
to reach another one of our long

term goals, the NAIA playoffs,”
he said.
The Tigers return eight
.starters on the offense, including
standout wide receivers sopho
more Ardel Buchanan and
senior Jeff Knight, senior run
ning back Hollist Brown and a
four-year starter at quarterback,
senior Brad Odgers.
Conway said of Odgers,.
“There’s nobody we’d rather
have leading our offense. Brad’s
a proven winner, the catalyst of
our football team.”
The devastating receiv
ing combination of Odgers to
Knight is one of the nation’s
best, but both are quick to
emphasize the importance of a
total team effort in order to reach
the NAIA playoffs for the first
time in school history. One of
the largest questions on offense
is how the offensive line will
respond to the loss of allconference, division-one trans
fer tackles, Jon Hoogendoom

Watson has high hopes
for his fab five golfers
By Kelly Hayden
Sports editor

L arry W atson, h ead
coach of Olivet’s golf team, is
blessed to be in a situation that
most coaches only dream of.
He m anaged to con
vince Brent Dreisbach, Landon
Colling, Jeff Madox, Joe Paris
and Josef Wills, five of his top
recruits, to come to Olivet. With
the addition of these talented
players, the golf team has a lot
of depth and is working toward
a post season berth into the na
tional tournament.
Most of the five wanted
to attend Olivet anyway because
it had a nice atmosphere, and

and Chris Hill. Odgers points
out that Bart Saunders and
Jeremy Kalinowicz have worked
extremely hard and are ready to
step into those roles.
“Bart has dropped be
tween fifteen and twenty pounds,
and his footwork has greatly
improved,” said Odgers.
Center Steve Boelte
returns as the senior leader on
the line and next to him at guard
Joe Eberlein, Archie Wickham
and Kyle Hastings will all see
significant time. It will be key
for the Tigers to stay healthy,
especially Odgers, who has no
experienced backups behind
him.
Conway sites the play
of his youthful defense as a huge
key to the Tigers’ success in ’98.
“On a few occasions
last year we got away winning
games with our offense... we’ve
definitely got to get better on
defense,” Conway said.
Linebacker coach Dan

Hansen has taken over as
coordinator for the defense,
which features youth and speed.
Conway plans to take advantage
of that speed by featuring an
attacking style, swarming to the
ball and forcing turnovers.
D efensive linem en Sean
Schreffler and Ben Simpkins,
and defensive back Tony Brady
are the lone senior starters on
defense.
Though it is a young
unit, Conway is excited because
he is coaching the fastest and
most talented group in his three
years at Olivet.
Odgers praised the de
fense for their play during
preseason workouts and said
they will make the difference in
winning the close games that
slipped away in ’97. The Tigers
defense is enormous up front,
with the three interior linemen—
sophom ore D ave Evans,
Simpkins and junior Greg Reid- combining more than 900
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pounds.
Simpkins said, “We are
a very close group; we depend
on each other... we want to take
advantage of our speed on
defense.”
Conway said his de
fense is fueled by the fiery and
emotional play of Schreffler and
sophomore linebacker Greg
Murphy.
Sophomore John
Jordan has stepped in at the
middle linebacker spot, the heart
and soul of the Tiger defense,
and has provided great leader;
ship with his play during the
preseason.
When Conway talks
about junior Damon Cornelius,
the leader of the secondary, he
said that he is “one of the finest
free safeties in our conference.”
Nationally, the Tigers have
gained recognition and respect
for their high powered offense,
but in the opinion of the team,
they believe the defense is their
trump card
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they wanted to attend a Christian
school.
According to Watson,
“The selling point was the fab [
five concept.”
They wanted to be a
¡H i
part of five freshmen coming in
together and staying together for
« » | J 'ifjK
fr
four years. If these five men live
up to their potential, the student
body will see the golf team head
B&Il I ' a m w l f e l w
to more than one national tour
nament.
C olling, D reisbach,
Madox, Paris and Wills have all ÏÏËÊm
played golf for at least five years.
“These guys are a tal
ented group because they have Fab fiv© freshmen Brent Dreisbach, Josef Wills, Joe Paris, Jeff Maddox and
spent a lot of time practicing and Landon Colling do some team bonding outside of practice, (GlimmerGlass by
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(See GOLFERS/page 14)

Natalie Chovancek)
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Cross country team
runs toward success
By Brittany Bergstrand
Sports writer

The numbers are low on
the women’s cross country team
roster this season. The team has
only seven members who mostly
are sophomores and'freshmen.
D espite this factor,
however, the team doesn’t lack
in experience, and five of the
women have had the opportunity
to compete at the national level.
Coach Ray Kuhles said,
“Eyen though they are young,
this team has a lot of talent. If
they continue to work hard, they
will have the opportunity for
their sixth consecutive national
championship a p p e ara n ce ^ !
With three of the top

Golfers
from page 13)
spent a lot of time practicing and
started playing golf young,”
Watson said.
These men understand
hey are gifted athletes but also
inderstand that to stay ahead of
he competition, they must use
md refine their gift.
The acquisition of the
fab five has added a whole new
iimension to the Tigers’ golf
:eam.
“We are definitely gunlingTor conference champs and
ooking to qualify for the naional tournament,” Watson said.
These are high goals for
such a young group of players,
jut they have a strong roster of
returning players who will pro/ide support and leadership to
he freshmen.
A lso, C oach L arry
Watson stressed the importance
if taking each individual match
it a time. The team possesses
he talent and work ethic to get
he job done, but they still have
:o prove it on the course.
C olling, D reisb ach ,
Vladox, Wills, and Paris have

five runners graduating from a
team that placed 20th nationally
last season, the women will have
some big shoes to fill and suc
cess may not be immediate.
According to Kuhles,
“The schedule will be very chal
lenging early, but as [the
women] develop as a team [they]
should run well late in the.year.”
The team consists of
senior Joy Woon; junior Becky
Rusthoven; sophomores Brit
tany Bergstrand, Traci Bridges,
A lison G arcia and Sara
Stevenson and freshm an
BeckyGroenendal.
“This team is as good as
anyone in the conference, and I
will be disappointed if they don’t
win the conference,” Kuhles
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Alison Garcia, Traci Bridges and Brittany Bergstrand (left-right) take
a break from preparing for a meet last year at Kenosha, Wisconsin.
This year’s first meet is tommorrow at Bradley University in Peoria.
(Submitted photo)
said.

The men’s cross coun
try team, on the other hand, has
safety in numbers. The team,
different personalities, but ihej
consisting
of seventeen mem
seem to get along well on anc
bers,
is
the
largest
Olivet has ever
off the green. They all brin§
had and is mostly made up of
unique characteristics, whicl
upperclassmen. The experience
add to the team.
“I have a carefree atti of these leaders will prove im
portant as the team shoots for its
tude,” Colling said.
Dreisbach said, “I havt seventh national appearance in
a low key attitude, and I encour nine years.
With three of the top
age people if they are having i
five
runners
red-shirted— Bryce
bad day.”
Baker, Chi Edwards and Nate
Madox claims to be the
comedian of the group. “I make Kerr—last year’s team narrowly
missed qualifying for the na
the guys laugh on and off the
course,” he said.
This talented group, al
supports W ills’ claim that he
brings strong leadership abilities
to team.
“The thing I bring to the
team is my passion for the
game,” Paris said.
These men have per
sonalities that mesh really wel
and definitely create a strong
team bond.
C olling, D reisbach
Madox, Paris, and Wills are class
athletes and individuals, whc
will represent Olivet -very wel
both on and off the green. .

tional meet. Kuhles sees this as
motivation to this years team.
“Hopefully not making
it to nationals last year will make
them hungry this year,” he said.
“Bryce Baker looks to be our top
runner. After earning all-Ameri
can honors in track last May, he
is expected to have an outstand
ing cross country season.”
Senior Jason McHenry,
who ran number one for the team
last season, should also be
among the top runners. Other
team members include seniors
Chi Edwards, Anthony Krol and
Adam Wade; juniors Nate Kerr,

C hris P lu iste r and Chancy
Wittington; sophomores Randy
Goodwin, Jon-Michael Kelly,
Tony'M ason, Luke McClean,
Nathan Schmidt and Chris Wolfe
and freshmen Shaun DeMint,
Josh Rains and Brad Talley.
Kuhles sums his expec
tations up with these words: “I’m
excited for this group. I think
they really have to work hard to
accomplish where they should
be. It’s not enough to just go to
nationals. They need to go and
make an impant.”

Are you a Sports Center junkie?
Are you throw ing a MarkM cG wire-broke-the-record
party?
Write sports. Call Kelly
Hayden, extension 6587.
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Senior trio strives for success
on and off the volleyball court
By Kelly Hayden
Sports editor

Hying high on the success of last
season and hoping to build off
•of it this year, the ONU women’s
volleyball team is on the verge
of doing ju§t that.
The team possesses one
of the most important character
istics of successful teams— they
have outstanding leadership,
which is provided by seniors
Heather M cM illian, Jeanette
Newbauer and Sally Walter.
McMillian and Walter
were coming to Olivet regardless
of if they made the volleyball
team or not, but Newbauer’s tale
of how she ended up at Olivet is
quite different.
She transferred here af
ter her sophomore year due in
part to a special connection in the
volleyball program. She was at
tending a community college,
when ONU’s head volleyball
coach, Brenda Williams, called
her and asked her to try out for
the team. Having nothing to lose,
she tried out for the team and
made it.
“I coached Jeanette in
club volleyball in high school, so
just having the chance to coach

her again is special and unique,”
Williams said.
All three girls are excel
lent role models for the their
teammates.
According to Williams,
“T hese three a re n ’t the
cheerleading types. They pro
vide a quiet, positive leader
ship.”
As
M cM illian,
Newbauer and Walter have got
ten older, their roles on the team
have expanded and their respon
sibilities have increased.
“As a freshman I didn’t
know if I was going to make the
team or not, so I was just happy
to make the team, but as a senior
I have the responsibility to be a
positive role model and to be an
encourager,” McMillian said.
As seniors, McMillian,
Newbauer and Walter have set
some lofty goals for themselves
this season. They would like to
be conference champions, which
hasn’t happened at Olivet for a
long time.
In addition, they would
like to earn their place at the
NAIA national tournament this
year, not just qualify because the
school is hosting the tournament.
These women haven’t lost sight

of what’s truly important though.
As Walter herself puts
it, “It’s my last year, and I want
to make the season fun.”
The women would also
like to focus on having strong
team unity, which would allow
to play better as a team. In addi
tion to challenging themselves,
they haven’t lost sight of having
fun and playing as a team.
McMillian, Newbauer
and Walter all bring to the team
a leadership that inspires and
motivates their teammates.
“H eather has a hard
work ethic which her teammates
respect, because she gives 110
percent to everything,” Williams
said.
“Sally is a two sport athlete, who
gives you everything she has and
never quits.”.. ,. ... , . These two athletes try
to show by example. Newbauer,
on the other hand, is a good com
municator.
According to Williams,
“When Jeanette’s talking on the
court, it is a major help to them
[the team].”
Both on and off the
court, these talented young ladies
use their skills to set an example
of what an education with a

Jeanette Newbauer, Sally Walter and Heather
McMillian (clockwise from top) attempt to
avoid the temptation of candy-- coach’s
orders. (GlimmerGlass photo by Natalie Chovancek)
Christian purpose is all about.
McMillian is a true tes
timony to this. Williams said
“She is disciplined and sets goals
for herself.!’
Her work ethic and dis
cipline help her in the classroom
as w ell as on the court.
McMillian brought national rec

ognition tojierself and her team
last season when she was named
an Academic All-American.
McMillian, Newbauer,
and Walter all have the talent,
drive, and determination neces
sary to lead the Tigers to an ex
cellent season this year.

Lady Tigers soccer team meshes talents for a winning combination
By Tanya Baker
Sports writer

With the start of a new season,
ONU’s women’s soccer team is
looking to combine the collegelevel experience of the upper
classmen with the talented in
coming freshmen.
Leading the team this
year are captains Cyndi Jones
and Dawn H enderson. Both
women have played for ONU
since the birth of the women’s
soccer team, now in its third sea
son. They also received last

“We appreciated
the support of
fans.”
Cyndi Jones
Soccer player
season’s NAIA All-American
S cholar A thlète, NCCAA
Scholar Athlete and CCAC AllConference awards.
Team play was stressed
by Henderson, who was also
named to the NCCAA All-Re
gional Women’s Soccer Team for

her performance last season. She
also said that this year’s team
was comprised of many new
players who have not played to
gether a lot, but as a whole their
efforts were molding together
well.
She attributed this to the
returning team players as well as
. many of the incoming freshmen
have had years of experience,
something the team lacked when
it first began.
Jones, also a second
team NCCAA member, noted
that there are many, “...individual

talents this year, but it’s a matter
of putting things together.”
Coach Larry Cary and
assistant coach Heather Salter
also .look forward to seeing the
combination of their award win
ning veteran players, such as
Henderson and Jones, with their
new recruits. They are excited
about the quick, aggressive and
experienced skill level the fresh
men— some of which include
Ruth Wehrman, Kelly Ganahl
and Hayley Nichting— can con
tribute to this year’s team.
As thft season begins.

the women’s soccer team is not
only getting use to playing with
each other but also playing on
foreign fields.
The majority of their
games will be away, yet as Jones
surmised for the team, “We ap
preciated the support of the fans,
but in either case we will still go
out and play the same game with
the same intensity, regardless of
the location of the game.”
The Lady Tigers’ first
home game is Septem ber 17
against Illinois Benedictine.
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Grail opens for
Ollies Follies ’98
By Natalie Chovancek
Arts writer

• Director of Student Ac
tivities Ron Hadley arranged for
Grail to kick off Ollies Follies
weekend. He said he isn’t up on
popular music, but he does
enjoy their sound. The band was
recommended by a number of
students and after reviewing
their demo, Hadley said he was
certain they would work out.
The band first called
themselves K arosine,but after
discovering Matthew 26: 27-28,
they became Grail due to the

“All their dreams
[are to be] where
God wants them
to be.”
Todd Burton
Grail drum m er

reference to the holy cup. Todd
Burton, the group’s spiritual
leader, coined the phrase, “God
Reaches All in Love,” which

Grail members include (1-r) keyboardist Troy Johnson, drummer
Todd Burton, lead singer and guitarist Josh Meyer and bass
guitarist Rob Doyle. (GlimmerGlass photo by Natailie Chovancek) .

Grail musicians Todd Burton and Rob Doyie
get Ollies Follies off to a rocking start.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Natalie Chovanek)

now embodies their mission
statement as well as their name.
The band patterns their
style after contemporary Chris
tian group Caedmon’s Call and
started by performing some of
Caedmon’s cover songs.' A
review of their sound said they
were a mellow meshing of Jars
of Clay and the secular group,
Bare Naked Ladies. Lead singer
and guitarist, Josh Meyer de
scribed their sound as contem
porary acoustic rock. Dean of
Students Woody Webb said he
especially appreciated the time
the band took to engage the
students in worship.

Members of the band
attended the same church in
Indianapolis, but did not form
Grail until a 1997 youth camp in
Branson, Missouri. A talent
night performance presented
them with the opportunity to
open for contemporary Chris
tian band Bryan White and
Justice.
Rob Doyle, the bass
guitarist, is a senior in high
school and has played for two
years. Their keyboard player
Troy Johnson is an ONU
graduate in music performance
and psychology. Todd Burton
has played drums since he was

four years old and is the band’s
driving force. Josh Meyer plays
guitar and sings lead. He is also
a senior in high school and plans
to attend ONU next fall.
“All their dreams [are
to be] where God wants them to
be,” Burton said.
Grail is preparing a
new demo tape, constructing a
website and performing at
churches, retreats and coffee
houses. To book the band or for
more information, call Grail
Ministries at 1-500-679-0304.

Olivet’s Rock Alternative Channel 3-The DORM on air September 14
By Will Swardstrom
Arts writer

As of now, if you were
sitting in your room and decided
to tune into Channel 3 Olivet’s
information station, you would
hear WONU playing in the
background.
September 17, the new

campus radio station, Olivet’s
Rock Alternative Channel 3THE DORM, will play a variety
of Christian music.
THE DORM is an oncampus station and is run by
Olivet broadcasting students.
Nelson said, “We have a very
excited staff that is ready to
service the best in hot, new

music.
Staff members are Pro
duction Director Nicole Shearer,
Promotions Director Andrea
Bevis and Music Director Will
Swardstrom. In the next week,
music has to be selected and onair station idetificatiohs need to
be made.
THE DORM will play

the most recent Christian music.
There will be a wide variety of
artists. The format will include
alternative artists like Sixpence
None The Richer; rock bands
like Audio Adrenaline, Plankeye
and Skillet and mainstream
artists like Jennifer Knapp, Jars
Of Clay and Third Day.
September 14, THE

DORM -hits the airwaves. A
station rally will be held in the
quad. There will be music and
give-aways such as concert
tickets, CDs and DORM Tshirts.
“W e’ve got tickets to
Rebecca St. James, All Star
United and other concerts,”
Nelson said.
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Summer brings
insight to groups
By Bianca Lucente
Arts writer

This summer Olivet
sent four public relations groups
to youth camps across the Olivet
region.
'
Their mission was to
spread the word of God and
/ promote Christian higher educa
tion. The groups are under the
direction of Brian Parker, Direc
tor of Alumni Relations.
- T his
year
The
Olivetians, Vision and Joshua
have all been re-assembled, and
Parable, a brand new group, was
added.
The Olivetians are a

“This summer
really challenged
me to get beyond
being comfort
able.”
Beth Rodgers
Vision m em ber
full-time mixed (men and
women) singing group. This
year the Olivetians are Matt
Smith, Joel Burbrink, Phil
Dannewitz, Paul Austin, Aaron
Hunt, Julie Habegger, Katie
Roose and Bianca Lucente.

Summer fun with some members of Joshua and Vision (l-r) back
row:Joel Christie, Jay Sandbloom, front row: Janielle Gregory, Heidi
Anksorus, Beth Rodgers, Josh Cobb, Jessica DeZaan. (Glimmerglass
photo by Heidi Anksorus)

Students
receive
money
By Andrea Bevis
Arts editor

Last May, Don
Reddick, chairman of the Fine
Arts and Music Divisions,
»ranted the art department an
idditional $10,000 for scholar
ships. Art department chairman
Bill Greiner distributed $6,000
:o upperclassmen art majors
uid $4,000 to incoming
freshmen. The scholarship
lecisions were made based on
alent.
Associate art professor
Chelise Kinzinger said the a rt.
iepartment is one of the fastest
»rowing departments at Olivet
in the last three years. As of
row, there are 56 declared art
majors, up from 48 last May,

Due to the increase in the num ber of
students, there is lim ited space to
store paintings. (GlimmerGlass photo by
Andrea Bevis.)
Kinzinger said she is excited
about this growth and looks
forward to additions in the
program.
Daniel Miller, a senior
art student, is a recipient of one
u f the new .scholarships. He
said the money was helpful to
-him as well as others and that
he is hopeful that improve
ments will be made in future ,
years to facilitate the increase
in numbers. Among these
improvements, Miller men

tioned better ventilation in the
painting rooms, windows that
open and more classroom
space.
The art department is
located’in the lower level of
Larsen Fine Arts Center. The
department has five concentra
tions: painting, drawing,
history, graphics and ceramics.
Along with art students,
interior design students also
share these classrooms.

“This summer was
amazing. I was blown away by
the acceptence of my group
members despite the fact that I
just graduated from high school.
It Was incredible to see God
work in the lives of so many
different people in so many
different situations,” said Phil
Dannewitz.
Joshua is a full-time,
all-male singing group, but this
year the boys welcomed Misty
Wilson as their female àccompanist.
Instead of doing camps
this summer, .Wilson and the
boys did 10 District Assemblies.
Members of Joshua^ are Joel
Christie, David Mills, Jay
Sandbloom, Josh Cobb, Brad
Zehr and Wilson.
“Summer was good
because we got to do District
Assemblies and didn’t have to
be at camp all the time.
Although doing District Assem
blies can be pretty, tiring after
about the tenth one, I enjoyed
getting to know Dr. Bowling on
a more personal level,” said
Josh Cobb.
Vision is a full-time,
mixed singing and acting group.
This year’s members of Vision

are Justin Nixon, Levi Dill,
Chris Gonzalez, Beth Rodgers,
Jessica DeZwaan, Janielle Gre
gory and Heidi Anksorus.
“This has been the best
summer yet. Every year God
continually amazes me at how
faithful he is and how. he works
in spite of our busy schedule and
tiredness. He keeps teaching me
new things about serving h im '’
said Nixon.
“This’ summer really
challanged me to get beyond
being comfortable. I learned
that I grow closer to God when I
am outside of my comfort
zone,” said Rodgers.
Parable is a part-time,
mixed singing and acting group.
Parable members are Jason
Garrett, Jeremy Palinski, Thad
Hanes, Shannon Wheeler, Shan
non Boits, Jocelyn French and
Carrie Burton.
“This was one of the
hardest and most rewarding
experiences ever. The good
definitely out-weighs the bad,
And absolutely none of it would
have been possible without G o d ..
It’s amazing to see the effect you
have on the kids in the Olivet
region.” said Burton.
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Batman rides again with Dave Barry
Columnist gives child a complex with his redition of caped avenger
By Dave Barry
Tribune Media Services

One evening my wife m en
tioned, casually, that she had
been talking to the son of one of
her friends, a little boy named
Alexander, about his upcoming
fourth birthday.
“Alexander says he’s having a
Batman party,” my wife said.
“Hm,” I said.
“ So I told him that maybe
Batman would come to the
party,” my wife said.
“Hm,” I said.
My wife said nothing then. She
just looked at me. Suddenly, I
knew who was going to be
Batman.
I was not totally opposed. In my
youth I read many Batman com
ics, and it seemed to me that he
had a pretty neat life, disguised
as wealthy playboy Bruce
Wayne, waiting for the police
commissioner of Gotham City to
shine the Bat Signal onto the
clouds (it was always a cloudy
night when the commissioner
needed Batman).
Then Bruce would
change instantly —- it took him
only one comic-book panel —
into his Batman costume and
roar off in the Batmobile to do
battle with the Forces of Evil or
attend a birthday party.
Of course, Bruce owned
i his own Batman costume. I had
to rent mine. It consisted of nu
merous black rubber pieces,
similar to automobile floor mats,
with strings so you could tie
them to your body. One piece
was shaped like rippling chest
muscles, so you could transform
yourself, like magic, from a
flabby weakling into a flabby
weakling wearing an automobile
floor mat.
It took me a lot longer than one
comic panel to get into this cos

tume, but
finally I
w a s
ready to'
speak the
words
that strike
fear into
the hearts
of crimi
nals eve r y wher e:
“Michelle,
could you
tie my Gs trin g ? ”
It turns
out that a
key part
of -the
Ba t ma n
costum e
is this triangul ar
floor mat
piece that
protects the Bat Region. It’s very
difficult to attach this piece to
yourself without help, which
could explain why Batman
hooked up with Robin.
At last I was ready. In
full Bat regalia, I stepped out of
the house, and— as crazy as this
may sound — for the first time I
truly understood, as only a cru
sader for justice can understand,
why people do not wear heavy
black rubber outfits in South
Florida in August.
Staggering through the
armor-piercing sunshine and 384
percent humidity, I made it to the
Batmobile, which was disguised
as a wealthy playboy Toyota
Celica.
W hen we got to
Alexander’s house, in accor
dance with our Bat Plan, I re
mained outside in the Batmobile
while Michelle went to the back
yard, where the party was going

on.
W e, had
bought
Alexander a Batman walkietalkie set; M ichelle gave
Alexander one unit and told him
to use it to call Batman. These
Batman walkie-talkies contain
actual transistors, so when
Alexander called me, I was able
to hear, on the other unit, clear
as a bell, a random bunch of
static. Interpreting this as the Bat
Signal, I pulled the rubber Bat
Cowl over my head, thus render
ing myself legally blind, and
drove the Toyota Batmobile into
the back yard.
The effect on the party guests,
as you would expect, was elec
trifying. The adults were so elec
trified that some of them almost
wet themselves.
The younger guests
were stunned into silence, except
for Matthew, age 1, who ran, cry
ing, to his mom, and probably

did wet
him 
self.
With
all eyes
upon
me, I
stopped
th e
Bctirfib
flung
t h e
door
open,
and, in
o n e
fluid^
m anly
m o 
tion,
sprang
out of
t h e
seat,
then
got re
tracted
violently back into the seat, be
cause I had forgotten to unfas
ten my seat belt. Eventually I
was able to disentangle my cape
and stride in a manly, rubberized
way over to the birthday boy.
“Happy
birthday,
Alexander!” I said, using a deep
Bat Voice. After that the conver
sation lagged, because, let’s be
honest, what are you going to
talk to Batman about?
The pennant races?
So we just stood there for a
while, with Alexander staring at
me, and me trying to look manly
and calm despite the fact that
after 30 seconds in the sun I
could have fried an egg on top
of my cowl.
Finally the cake arrived,
and everybody sang “Happy
Birthday,” and I announced that
I had to go fight crime. Striding
back to the Batmobile, I opened
the car door, turned dramatically

toward the youngsters and said,
q
u
o
t
e
,
“BWEEPBWEEFBWEEPBWEER”
Actually, it was the
Batmobile that said this, because
I had forgotten to deactivate the
Bat Alarm.
I climbed into the front
seat, slammed the door with sev
eral inches of cape sticking out
the bottom, and backed manfully
and blindly into the street.
Fortunately there was
nothing in my way, because I
would definitely have hit it, and
the law would not have been on
my side. (“Mr. Barry, please tell
the jury exactly what you were
wearing as you backed your car
over the plaintiff.”)
The
next
day,
Alexander’s mom reported that
the first thing he did when he
woke up was turn on his walkietalkie and call Batman.
He said he could hear
Batman, but Batman couldn’t
hear him because he was busy
fighting evil supercriminals
named Poison Ivy and Mr.
Freeze.
This was almost true:
Batman was actually battling
Heat Rash. So he will be out of
action for a while. The next su
perhero from this household to
visit Alexander — and I have
made this very clear to Michelle
— will definitely be Cat Woman.

(Dave Barry is a humor colum
nist for the Miami Herald. Write
to him c/o Tropic Magazine, The
Miami H erald, One Herald
Plaza, Miami FL 33132.)
(C) 1998, THE MIAMI HER
ALD
DISTRIBUTED BY TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICES
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Wake Up Call

by Corey T. Wilson
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Mother Goose & Grimm
Random Thoughts

by Craig Dockery

By Mike Peters
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Does mate come with diploma?
By Kelley Garry
College Press Exchange

When asked whether he
expected his future mate to be
lurking around campus any
where Dan, a freshman to be at
College of Saint Scholastica in
Duluth Minnesota, gave a defini
tive "Possibly. I'm probably go
ing to meet a lot of different
people than in my small town
area," Dan said.
So yes, it's a numbers
game. But not everyone leaves
Vegas a winner.
No," says Josh, a single.

recent grad from Carlton Col
lege, "I didn't expect to meet any
one in college. But we're all bi
ased !" he says of the post-college
types. "I just don't remember."
Kate, another Carlton
College grad says she and her
crowd did not expect to meet
their future husbands in college,
"But I think a lot of people do,"
she says.
When asked if she had
met her match there, Kate laughs
"Yes, I think so. It was in the din
ing hall...we just started talking
in line...." And now they're mov
ing to San Francisco together.

Rotaract
(from page 8)
the world. Founded in 1968,
Rotoract currently operates 6,000
dubs. These clubs consist of
130,000 members in 120 differ;nt countries. The entire club is
:entered around service to
others, both close to home and
Far away. All Rotaract clubs aid
:he community as well as prople
worldwide.
“[Rotaract] is a great
organization that supports serv
ing others. It brings community
rnd students together while
showing that people can make a
Jifference,”
said
Jamy
VanSyckle, a junior who plans
:o join the club.
VanSyckle was in
volved in Interact, a similar club
hat is also sponsored by Rotary
International, while he was in
ligh school.
Currently, Rotaract is
in the organizational stages.
Vlembership sign-ups is open to
ill students during Club Day on
Sept. 16. Nelson’s goal is to
tave 20 members this year so
hat the club may be chartered.
‘If the club is chartered, it
receives aid from Rotary Interlational. If it isn’t chartered, it
will still receive support from
:eh local Rotary chapter,” Nelson
explained.

After Club Day, meet
ing dates and times will be
established. Then, the members
will organize the service activi
ties. This year, Rotaract will
participate in one communityoriented service project as well
as a service project with jut
international focus.
While no specific ideas
for service activities are known,
Nelson explaned that there is a
myriad of options. Among the
possibilities are reading to the
visually impaired, ringing bells
for the Salvation Army Christ
mas project, and fundraising for
other charities.
According to an infor
mation brochure printed by
Rotary International, Rotaract is
designed for those students who
want to “enhance the knowledge
and skills that will assist them in
personal development, to ad
dress the physical and social
needs of their communities and
to promote better relatios be
tween all people worldwide
through a framework of friend
ship ahd service.
Nelson urges students
who wish to join Rotaract or
who desire more information to
contact him at 5386.

Jess, a recent grad from
Lafayette College, says she ex
pected nothing and got nothing
in return. She says her fellow
freshmen with hometown hon
eys were the ones expecting a
ring to go with their diploma.
Danya, a junior at Dartmouth,
says she does not have expecta
tions one way or the other. She
just wants to be married by 30.
"My parents got married late so
I expect I will too," says Danya.
"Some people think they've met
someone they might marry," she
reports, but she expects she'll get
married "late, after grad school."

W hat's late? "Twenty five, have a point. Let the games
twenty six. But I'm hoping some begin!
time before I'm thirty,” said
QUESTION:
Games. People often talk about
Danya.
"I didn't really go to col "playing games" in relation
lege expecting to meet my hus ships but what does that mean?
band," says Heather, a 1997 Yale What games are played and
grad, "But I didn't rule it out ei who plays them? Do you play
ther." And now that a year of them? Are you any good? Are
non-campus living has passed, they conscious or subcon
she says, "It certainly has scious. I know one is called
dawned on me this past year that The Ice Queen... what are some
it is much easier to meet people others? We want to know!
in school than out in the real Email your responses to
world!”
Kelgarry@aol.com or
Maybe the freshmen

The GlimmerGlass
Wants You!!!
Do you like to write? Do your friends
say you are over opinionated? Do you
want to see your name in.print? Then
the GlimmerGlass has the job for you:
Opinions Editor. Do you still like to
write? Do you still want to see your
name in print? But your friends don’t
say you’re opinionated. Then the
GlimmerGlass still has the job for
you! Call 5315 and ask for Heather.

